
 

Anglican Communion Survey on the Sustainable Development Goals 

The International Partnership on Religion and Sustainable Development (PaRD) brings together governmental and 

intergovernmental entities with Faith Based Organisations to encourage the positive impact of religion and values in 

sustainable development and humanitarian assistance. USPG were invited to become a partner of PaRD in 

November 2016.  

During the PaRD biannual meeting in New York, 2017 partners expressed what they saw as the benefits of the PaRD 

partnership and how they perceived members would be able to support them in the pursuit of this common agenda. 

Partner organisations were asked to articulate their ‘asks’ of member organisations. As a partner responsive 

organisation USPG felt that Anglican Churches worldwide must be consulted in order to respond to this request.   

Alongside six Anglican agencies, USPG collaboratively designed and disseminated a questionnaire to explore how 

Anglican Communion members would like us to engage with PaRD and how we can best represent their voices.  

The detail in response has been incredibly rich, illuminating connections between faith experiences/perspectives and 

Agenda 2030 in sometimes surprising ways. The average person took over half an hour to complete the survey and 

respondents included project staff, Bishops and Archbishops. 

Every community represented has demonstrated how they have been working towards the SDGs in numerous ways. 

They each articulated a clear link between the SDGs and the teachings of the Bible. The work of these communities 

did not start with the SDGs and will not finish with them. What the SDGs have done however, is drawn into focus the 

fact that there is a common project with common goals towards which communities around the world are working 

and accountable.  

When asked about the role that faith leaders and communities can play, the responses included the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some of these words differ from those enshrined in secular development organisations and paradigms. Many of 

these terms (faith, God, mission) invoke a certain amount of anxiety and negative connotation in those who read 

them. The task then is to understand what these terms - faith, God and mission – represent and do in people’s lives. 

Faith motivates people, provides a moral imperative for community action and a rationale for a focus on the 

common good. Whilst faith is not always necessary as a driver, it provides a unique impetus for community action.  

The thinking around frameworks like the SDGs tends to happen in environments which naturally sift out the religious 

aspects in ways which simply do not translate in most of the places where implementation is focussed. The ways in 

which secular paradigms strip religious thinking out of major development approaches is a strange quirk of the 

western world. For the majority world there is no separation of faith from the everyday lives and motivations of 

individuals and communities. The unfamiliar language of ‘faith’, ‘God’ and ‘mission’ can look out of place and invoke 

anxiety to those who are socialised into working through secular paradigms, but rather than defaulting to the 

sanitised but problematic language of western secularism, we must seek to understand what these words means to 

people and how these aspects impact their everyday lives.  

‘We can contribute to the public conversation about these goals an ethical and moral imperative for action, and we 

can connect these goals to the faith of individual parishioners.’  

‘We respond to God's call to care for his creation…Churches are often found in the most remote and difficult places 

where governments can't or won't go...unending supply of hope when things are difficult and we don't give up.’ 



 

‘We have the ability to provide clear theological grounds for engaging with the SDGs, inspiring and encouraging 

community of faith to take action.’ 

‘Making the moral case for action; motivating others, gathering people together in support and solidarity, organising 

and hosting events and consciousness raising; challenging communities through word and deed’ 

We must not simply see places of worship as places to hand out goods in disasters. There is much more that they can 

do particularly where behavioural change is necessary to achieve the goals as is true in many ‘Western countries’.  

When asked about challenges to working with international organisation responses fell into five categories: 

Paperwork: ‘Political bureaucracy and the requirements to have some high level of education prior to any 

involvement.’ 

Distance from grassroots: ‘Too distant from the everyday lives of parishioners.’ ‘Understanding that the church is in 

a position to reach the grassroots level and is located in places where INGO cannot reach.’  

Gaps between policy and practice: ‘Policy directions on faith partnerships are not necessarily translated into 

partnership on the ground. This is an issue of faith literacy, capacity and trust. Other parties can work to overcome 

these barriers’ 

Opinions: ‘Extensive corruption and bureaucracy.’ ‘They don’t trust us.’ 

Institutional literacy: ‘I think some people did not understand the works of the above agencies, that’s why people 

trying to see them as enemies to them.’ 

The stakeholders were then asked how we might move forward together. Responses can be summarised as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through our analysis of the results and our interaction with PaRD to date we are now planning: 

• Survey with all PaRD members and partners – emphasising the importance of listening to those ‘on the 

ground’. 

• Merging of faith and institutional literacy with a relationship building process – this aim for organic literacy 

with UN country staff and Church leadership coming together to discuss successes, challenges and ways 

forward.  

• Organise discussion of ‘difficult’ Biblical texts at biannual meeting - There was much informal discussion at 

PaRD around some of the difficult texts in the Bible, for example those used to perpetuate gender inequality. 

We will work with PaRD to bring theologians to the next meeting who are able to address some of the 

questions around this.   
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